Combined Model for Clustering Observations of Systems Subject to Inefficiency

Introduction:
This paper is concerned with the regrouping of clusters of systems subject to inefficiency into groups whose observations share common characteristics such as the performance level. As defined in [4, 5] the inefficiency is a systematic term due to change of some intrinsic properties of the input such as the change of some physical characteristics of a mix component and/or a change of settings of some supposed fairly stable (or mastered) factors whose are firstly confused into the disturbance term. Examples of inefficiency are detailed in [2, 3]. In previous works, having been inspired from the stochastic frontier model, we proposed a parametric technique to estimate the inefficiency function for linear systems [2, 3, 4, 5]. In those studies the systematic term, which represents the mix of input has been decomposed into two terms one representing the best output obtained from the mix of the used input and the other a positive term representing a lack of output caused by the so called inefficiency. For linear systems, the likelihood function has been maximized and the number of gaps of the inefficiency function has been optimized through AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) score.

The estimation of number of gaps returns to grouping observations into clusters, which will hopefully share common characteristics. The grouping methods performed on a raw data subject to inefficiency showed its limit. In this study, without assuming the linearity of the system, we propose a new non-parametric technique, which combine BCC (Banker-Charnes-Cooper) model and the clustering methods. We will show in the following that clustering of BCC-scores of the observations is more meaningful than clustering of the raw data. In addition, from the scores dendrograms, the number and positions of gaps are more easily found than by the parametric method. Good results have been found for a data subject to a single and multiple step inefficiency functions. Following this introduction, the BCC-model is introduced and the new concept is developed.

The BCC model
BCC model is one of the most basic DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) models [1], which was initially proposed by Banker, Charnes and Rhodes [6]. The production frontiers of the BCC-model are spanned by the convex hull of the existing DMUs (Decision making Units) and have piece-wise linear characteristics. The production possibility set in the area consisting of the frontier together with observed activities with an excess of input and/or a shortfall in output compared with the frontiers. In figure 1, the frontiers of BCC-model consists of the bold lines connecting A, B and C. The BCC-efficiency score of D is evaluated by the ratio PR/PD. A, B and C are on the frontiers, so they are BCC efficient and their BBC-efficiency scores are 1.

Figure 1: The BCC model.

The combined model
Let us begin with a simple example. Figure 2 exhibits a system subject to inefficiency characterized by a shortage of output for the observations 7–20. For this simple case, “data clustering” would be the best method to regroup the data into three groups. However, from the dendrogram plotted in figure 3 this task is not very easily accomplishable. Because the similarity level between the observations is very high, which means that the distance between clusters is very small. Therefore the final regrouping of the observations into three clusters cannot be easily done.

Figure 2: Scatter plot of the raw data.

Figure 3: Dendrogram of the raw data of one-independent variable system for the similarity level 95%.
We remember that our purpose is to estimate the relative inefficiency. Then, we have to compare the performance of the observations between each other and group the data into clusters having nearly the same performance level. For this purpose, we propose to estimate the BCC-efficiency scores of the different observations and cluster them rather than clustering directly the observations of the raw data.

It is to remark that except the extremities, the BCC-efficient observations are points of change of performance, and, we may think that these points could be on the edge of clusters whose observations share common level of performance. Therefore, to determine the similarity level for cutting the dendrogram, the BCC-efficient observations are the key points, which can help us to make the most sense to our data.

Using this proposed technique, which combine the BCC-model with the clustering method, we were able to distinguish more easily the three groups whose observations are characterized by nearly the same performance level. As shown in Figure 4, compared to the dendrogram of the raw data the minimum level of similarity has been improved from 99.23 to 91.76%, which means that the distance between the observations increased, consequently, the clustering process became easier. For the same level of similarity set to 95%, the clustering of the raw data classified the observations into only one group; however, the clustering of the BCC-efficiency scores classified the observations into exactly the expected three groups.

Figure 5 and 6 illustrate the dendrograms of a two-independent variable system, where only an independent variable is subject to inefficiency. The dendrograms of the BCC-scores shows as expected the presence of two clusters, characterized by the same level of performance.

**Conclusion**

A combined model has been described for clustering observations of systems subject to inefficiency. The main advantage of the proposed model is the grouping of observations into clusters, which share nearly the same performance level. For systems described by one and two independent variables it was shown that clustering of the BCC-efficiency scores is more meaningful and easier to interpret than the clustering of the raw data. Future research will focus more on clustering of observations of multi-variable independent systems.
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